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“College Physics for the AP® Physics 1 Course is a text 
that does an excellent job of simplifying complex materials 
and of making sure that all of the material is presented both 
conceptually and concretely. The worked examples in the 
chapters are excellent and the AP® practice is spot on.” 
Catherine M. Tabor  
Northwest Early College High School, TX
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“Finally a textbook specifically written for AP Physics 1.   
As an AP® Consultant I get asked to recommend  
textbooks by participants of workshops and Summer  
Institutes. There are a lot of good college textbooks  
published, but none has been designed for the High  
School student taking AP® Physics 1. The Stewart text  
introduces concepts and builds understanding based  
on Physics Education Research,while taking into account 
the specific demands of the AP® Physics 1 course.”
Patrick Diehl, PhD 
Walworth Barbour American International School, Israel

“Very good text, great examples, great explanations.  
Easy to read and well explained concepts.” 
Robert Watson 
Farmington High School, NM

“This book has been very obviously designed for [the]  
AP® course. Most textbooks available for AP® Physics [1] 
are college texts that have been retrofitted for AP® content 
alignment. This book is designed with AP® Physics [1]  
students in mind.” 
Zachary Morgan 
Olympia High School, FL

“It breaks the material down into specific understandable 
chunks and is very intentional about preparing students for 
success on the AP® test.”
Daniel Olthoff 
Calvin Christian High School, MI

“A text that students can read and understand. AP® exam 
parts are amazing. They are helpful and point out things  
I may forget along the way.”
Amy Morris 
Arkadelphia High School, AR

“The material is treated to an appropriate breadth and depth 
with an eye towards the expectations of the College Board. 
Pointers for navigating the AP® exam are frequent and 
appropriate.”
Linus Dolce  
Saint Louis Priory School, MO

“Great figures and equations with enough practice to actually  
get ready for the AP® Exam.”
Charles Therriault 
Newfound Regional High School, NH

Learn more at 
go.bfwpub.com/stewart2e


